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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper [ l ] the stability of solutions of the equation u^"\t) + ai(Ä) , 
. i/̂ "~ ^ (̂r) + ... + a„{Ä) u{t) = F{t, u{t)) under the assumption F e '£{9{u\ ^{A^^")) 
was investigated. The aim of this paper is to obtain similar results for this equation 
with the right hand side F e ^^^\9{u\ H), 
We shall use all the notations involved in [ l ] . Let us remember the most important 
of them. Under the symbol A we mean a linear, selfadjoint and strictly positive 
operator in a Hilbert space H. The norm in H will be denoted by ]| • ]|. The functions 
ai{A) satisfy the growth condition ( l . l . l ) from [1] (roughly speaking, 
\\ai{A) A~'^"(p\\ S ^o\W\\ for i = 1, ,..,n,cpe H). In [1] (Section 1.2) we introduced 
functions mi{t; tQ, s), / = 0, ..., /i — 2, and a function m„_i(r; ô̂  s) ~ ^K^' ô» ^)' 
Let us recall that m solves the equation m^'^\t) + a^is) m^"~ ^\t) + .. . + a^(s) m(t) = 
= 0 and fulfils the initial conditions m^'\to; tQ, s) = ^ i_i , i = 0, ..., n — 1, Го e R^, 
s G a(Ä). With help of the function m we introduced the notion ''type of the operator 
^ " , where 
if u{t) = u^'\t) + a,(A) u^"- Щ + ... + a„{A) u{t) , 
and we distinguished three kinds of operators J^; the exponentially stable, the stable 
and the instable ones (see [1] (Section (1.4))). For the other details we recommend 
the reader to have a look at the notation in the paper [1]. 
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Let I ^ R^ be an interval of the type [a, b) or [a, b] and let F : ̂ (F) ç 
с {{t, u{t), м'(г),..., и^^'-Щ) I и 6 ^(J5f) such that ^(м) ç / , Г e 9{и)} -> Я . We 
shall write F e '̂ ^^^^(^(м/у), Я), if for every и e Q){Se) such that Q)(u) ç / , the functions 
||F(r, w(f))||, ||F'(r, м(?))|| depend continuously on the variable t for teQ){u). The 
symbol F' means the total derivative of the function F with respect to the variable t, 
(In order to save space, we write F{t, u(t)) instead of F(i, u(t), u'{t),..., «^""^Y^))-
The Cauchy problem will be given by the equatiçn 
(1.1) ^u{t) = F{uu{t)) 
and by the initial conditions 
(1.2) u<%to) = (Pi, (Pte^{A^^~'^^"), i = 0 , . . . , n - l , toER^, 
The stabiUty will be investigated with respect to the norm 
lll«(Olli = ["zlИ<"-'>"'«<'>(or]^'^ 
» = o 
2. THE CASE OF THE EXPONENTIALLY STABLE OPERATOR 
Lemma 2.1. / / the operator ^ is of the type a> < 0, then \a~^{s)\ ^ |^|~" for 
sea(A), the operator a~^(A) exists, ^(a~^(A)) = Я and ||а~^(у4)|| ^ \(^\~"-
Proof. By [1] (Theorem 1.5.2): ReAi(s) ^ œ for se<j(A), i = 1 , . . . . n, and so 
0 < |«|" й П |Re A,(s)| й fl \Щ\ = Hs)\, i.e. 
|a„-'(5)| g |co|-" for S€(T{A)Ï 
Thus a;'{A) X = J,(^) a;'{s) dE{s) x for x e 9{a;\A)) = {XEH\ l^^, \a~\sf . 
. d\\E{s) хЦ^- < +oo} = { х е Я | J^(^) d||E(5) хЦ^ < +oo} = Я. The last statement 
of the lemma follows from the relation ||д~^(Л) x\\^ = |^(^) [a~^(s)|^ ^IH(^) ^11^ = 
According to Lemma 2.1 we can define a function Mi{t; to, s) as follows: 
(dldt) M^{t\ to, s) = m{t; t^, s), a„(s) M^{to; to, s) = - 1 , for toe R-^ ,t ^ to, s e (T(A). 
Lemma 2.2. The condition 
(2.1) there exists a constant K^ such that \Ax\ ^ iC*||a^(^) x|| for all x e ^(Л), 
is fulfilled if and only if 1 ^ X*ja„(s)| s~^ for all s e (T{A). 
Proof. Firstly, let (2.1) be fulfilled. Then A~^ye^(A) for every yeH and 
\\AA-'y\\ uK*\\a„{A)A-'yl i.e. ||y|| ^ K^\\a„{A) A'' y\\ for all yeH, By [1] 
(Lemma 1.2.1): 1 S K''\a„{s)\ s~^ fox se(x{A), 
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Secondly, let 1 ^ K*\a„{s)\ s'K Then by [1] (Lemma 1.2.1) Ц̂ Ц̂ g К*||а„(Л) Л" V|| 
for all у G H, i.e. ЦЛЛ" ̂ Ц й ^*1|^и(^) ^~ V||- Because every х e ^(Л) can be ex­
pressed in the form x = A~^y for some у E H, the last inequality proves the lemma. 
R e m a r k 2.1. The equation Â  + À{S^^~'^^^ + s^^^) + s^2-e)/2 ^ Q ^̂  ̂  ^Q^ J^^^ 
which has the roots Ai(s) = —s^^^, À2{s) = ~s^^~^^^^, shows that the operator ^ 
can be of the type со < 0 and the condition (2.1) need not be fulfilled, (The proof 
follows directly from Lemma 2.2 and [ l ] (Theorem 1.5.1).) 
Lemma 2.3. Let the operator ^ be of the type со < 0, let the condition (2.1) 
be fulfilled, to e R^, t ^ to, s e a{Ä). Then 
(i) ^(Mi(r; Го, Л)) = Я , ^(Mi(r; Го, Л)) ^ ^(Л) , 
(ii) |Mi(r; ^0, s)\ й К^ С ( ^ ) (1 + (п - 1) С*) 5-^е^^<^-'°>, 
(iii) \\AM,{t; to, Л)\\ й ^ * С{^) (1 + (w ~ 1) С*) е"('-'°>. 
(Constants С*, C(if) were introduced in [1] [Sections 1.1, 1.2).) 
Proof. Integrating the equation m "̂̂ (f) + ai(s) m^"~^^(r) + .. . + a„{s) m(t) = 0 
we obtain m^"~^^(r) + fli(s)m^"~^XO + ••• + ^n-i{s)m{t) + fl„(s) Mi(f) == 0. This 
with help of (1.1.1) from [1] and [1] (statement (iii) of Theorem 1.2.1) gives 
\аф) M,{t', to, 5)1 й C{^) (1 + (n - 1) Co*) e-^' 
Using Lemma 2.2 we see that |Mi(f; ^o, s)\ й i^* C{^) (1 + (« _ l) c*) S'^Q""^' 
This immediately imphes the lemma. 
to) 
Lemma 2.4. Let the operator ^ be of the type со < 0, let the condition (2.1) be 
fulfilled, F e ^<^Х^("/Д ^ ) ' ^ M ^ [̂ o, + oo) ç / , toE ^(м), /еГ w : ^(u) -> Я 




i = 0 
(i) w(0 = V m,(r; Го, ̂ ) (pi + Mi(r; fo, ^ ) ^ (̂̂ 0, "(^o)) 
Mi(r + Го - T; /O, A) F'{T, M(T)) d i , -M,{t ^ ) F ( ï , u ( 0 ) + 
(ii) | | fEm, (n^o ,^ ) 'P . - |NC | | i | « (g | | | e -< ' - "» , 
i = 0 
Mi(r; ^0, ̂ ) ^(^0, u{to)) - M^{to\ to, A) F{t, u{t)) -f-
+ M,{t + to - r; to. A) F ( T , U{T)) di 
J to 
^C*||f((o,MOo))ie"'<'-""> + 
+ Ct\\F{t,u{t))\\ + Ct\ e-(-'>||F(T,«(T))||d 
(0 
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where С* = C{^) [X*(l + {n - 1) C*) + n - 1], C* = X* C ( ^ ) (1 + (n - 1) C^) 
a/i(i //le constant C* was defined in [1] [Theorem 1.3.1). 
Proof. Statement (i) is an immediate consequence of Remark L3.1 from [1] 
and of Lemma 2.3. Now we shall prove the statement (ii). According to [1] (Lemma 
L3.6) it suffices to prove the second estimate. Using Lemma 2.3 we obtain 
(1) AlM,{t; to. A) F{to. «(^o)) - M^it^; t^, A) F(t, u{t)) + 
+ I Mi(? + to- T; to, A) F'(T, M(T)) dr] 
J 0̂ II 
й \\AM^{t; to. A) F{to, м('о))|| + \\AM,{to; to, A) F{t, u{t))\\ + 
+ !' \\AM,{t + to-T; to. A) F'{x, u{x))\\ di й 
^ K* C{^) (1 + (n - 1) C*) ||F(ro, u{to))\\ e""-"" + 
+ K* C(if )(1 + (n - 1) C*) \\F{t, u{t))\\ + 
+ K* C{^) (1 + {n - 1) C*) re" 'f ' -" | if ' (T, «(T))|| dr . 
J to 
Applying Theorem 1.2.1 from [1] we get for f == 1, . . . , « — 1 
d' 
(2) 
^ ( / 1 - J)/M 
df 
M\{t; to, Л) F{to, u{to)) - M,{to; to, Л) F{t, u{t)) + 
+ M,{t -{- to - T; to, A) F ( T , W(T)) dr 
^ ( n - i)/n 
, . (^ -1 ) / 
m(^-''\t;to,Ä)F{to,u{to)) + 
t + to - T; to. A) F '(T, W(T)) di 
g lA^"~^^^^m^^-'\t; to, A) F{to, u{to))\\ + 
[U(« -0 /«^(» - - l ) (t + to- T; to,A)F\T,u{T))\\dT й 
è C ( ^ ) \\F{to, uitoM e-< -̂̂ °> + C(if) e-<'->||F(T, 1.(т))|| dr . 
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Now (1) and (2) yield 
J!Mi(r; (o, A) F{to, «((Q)) - M,{to\ t^, Ä) F{t, u{t)) + 
Mi{t + to-r; to, Л) F'{T, M(T)) dxl | g C{^) [K*(l + (n - l) C*) + n - 1] . 
0 I ! ! 
. |lF((o, u{to))\\ e-^'-"» + K* C{^) (1 + (n - 1) C*) \\F{t, u{t))\\ + 
+ C{S£) [X*(l + (n - 1) C*) + n - 1] ['e-('- '>|F'(T. «(т))| dx . 
J to 
The lemma is proved. 
n - 1 
Lemma 2.5. / / i// e ^(Л^""'^^'*), м 6 ^ = U П "^'{h ^^{A^''''^'% t e ^(w), 
/ = [ö,b]EK + 




The second inequality immediately follows from the first one with help of the ine-
quality Ci + C2 + ... + c„ ^ n^^^{cl + cl + . . . + ciy'\ Ci ^ 0 (i = 1, ..., n). 
Theorem 2.1. (Correctness Theorem.) Lef /he operator ^ he of the type ш < 0, 
let the condition (2.1) he fulfilled, F, F' e ^([to, + oo), Я). T/ien the maximal solu­
tion of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) 
(i) is uniquely determined, 
n- 1 
(ii) has the form u{t) = Y. ^i(^' ^o, ̂ ) ^t + ^^(f; to, A) F{to) -
M,{to;to,A)F{t) + Mi(r + Го - ;̂ ̂ 0, ̂ ) '̂('̂ ) ат, f^to, 
(iii) /Mi[/i/s r/ie estimate \\\u{t)\\\ й С^||1"(^о)1|| ^"^'~'"^ + •C*|lF(ro)ll e' Mt-^o) + 
+ C*l|F(Oi| + С - « ( t - t ) i i p , F ( T ) | d t . 
Proof, (i) can be proved analogously as Lemma 1.3.4 from [1]. The statements 
(ii), (iii) are easy consequences of Lemma 2.4. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let v : Q)(v) -^ H be a maximal solution of the equation (1.1), let 
the operator ^ be of the type O) < 0, F e ^^^\^{и/щ^))^ H), cind let the conditions 
{2A\ {2,2) be fulfilled. 
(2.2) There exist constants K^,K2, R> 0 such that the inequalities \\F(t,v(t) + 
+ uit)) - F{t, v{t))\\ й K,"t\\A^"-"'^"-u^'\t)\\, \\F'{t, v{t) + H ( 0 ) -
i = 0 
— F'{t, v(t))\\ S K2\\\u(t)\\\ are valid whenever и is a solution of the equation 
<£ u{t) = F(t, v{t) + u{tj) - F{t, v{t)), Q){u) e Qi{v) and t e ^^{u) is such that 
lll"(Olli й R. 
Further, let 
CO + C^X2 + C ( ^ ) ClKln^^^-'^" < 0 
or 
Ш + c*K2 + c ( ^ ) CIKW^-S-'^'^ ^ 0 . 
Then the solution v is respectively uniformly exponentially stable or uniformly 
stable with respect to the norm |||'|||. (// moreover R = +oo then the solution v 
is globally uniformly exponentially stable or globally uniformly stable with 
respect to the norm |||*|1|.) 
Proof. Similarly as in [1] (Theorem 2.1.2) we can show that it suffices to prove 
the (global) uniform exponential stabihty or the (global) uniform stabihty of the 
zero solution 0/^(y) of the equation 
(1) ^ u{t) = F{t, v{t) + u{t)) - F{t, v{t)). 
Let to e ^{v), ^(u) Ç [fo, + oo), ô e ^(w) and let и : ^{u) -> Я be a solution of the 
equation (1) satisfying the initial conditions (1.2). Let 
(2) 111«Ы|| = Ш\А'"-'''"<раТ' ^ 
i = 0 
^R R < min 
In the case R < + oo let us suppose 
(3) there exists a number /i > 0 such that [^Q, Q̂ + /I] ^ ^{u), \\\и{т:)\\\ < R for 
T 6 [to, to + h), 
\\\u{to 4- h)\\\ = R, 
Then using Lemma 2.4 and the condition (2.2) we obtain 
(4) |||«(0||| й Ct\\\u{to)\\\ e-<'-'»> + CtlFito, v{to) + « ( ^ -
- F{to, v{to))\\ e-<'-"» + Ct\\F{t, v{t) + u{t)) ~ F{t, v{t))\\ + 
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+ с* f'e'""-'>||F(T, I;(T) + и(т)) - F'(T, Г(Т))|| dt g 
J to 
^ C*|||M(to)||| e"""'»' + C*XiX;'|H^''"'-"'"«<'>(fo)|| e"'̂ '-'»^ + 
i = 0 
+ С*,к"^:\\А'"-'-'"''и^'Щ\ + C*K^ f e"^'-'1l|«W|II dT for te [to, to + h]. 
i = 0 J to 
Similarly as in [1] (Theorem 2.1.1), we can show that 
A-''^u{t) ="J:mj{t;to,Ä)A-'f"cpj + 
+ {'m{t + Го - T; to. A) A-^/«[F(T, V{T) + u{x)) - F(T, V{T))] dt 
J fo 
and thus using [l] (Theorem 1.2.1 and Remark 1.3.1), we get according to (2.2) 
(5) ll^('^--i)/« w(0(f)]l ^ c{^]\A^"-^-'^^yj\\ e"('"̂ «> + 
j = 0 
+ C(^) Г e^('-^ l̂lF(T, V{T) + W(T)) -> F(T, I;(T))|| dt S 
J to 
j=o 
+ C(if)Xi";^' Ге"(^-^>||Л(''-^-^>/«м(^>(т)|| dT for Гб[Го,^о + ^ ] , 
J = 0 J to 
Ï == 0 , . . . , n - 1. 
The relations (4), (5) and Lemma 2.5 imply 
|||M(0||| й {et + CtCtK.n^^^ô-'^" + C*CtK,n'f^ô~'^") \\\u{to)\\\ e"('-'°> + 
+ (C*K, + C(^) C*iCÎn /̂̂ <5-̂ /«) ['е"^^-^1|Кт)||| di for t e [to, to + h] 
J fo 
and so (see [1] (Theorem 2.1.3)) 
(6) |i|u(0||| ^ {et + ctctKy'ô-''-' + 
for te[to,îo + h\ Because of ш + С^К^ + С{£е)С1к\п^'Ч-^'' £ О and (2) 
we get 11|«(0||| й {С% + C*ClK,n'l4-'i« + ClClK.n'iH-'l") |||u(fo)|i < R for 
t e [to-> h + ^]- ß ît this contradicts (3). So we have proved: the inequality (6) 
holds for all t e ^(u). This proves the uniform exponential stability in the case R < 
< + 00. The proof of the other assertions of the theorem is similar and thus we omit it. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let v : S^{v)-^ H be a maximal solution of the equation (1.1). 
Let the operator ^ be of the type со < 0, F e ^̂ ^̂ (̂ (t</£?(t;))> Щ, and let the conditions 
{2Л), (23), {2Л) be fulfilled: 
(2.3) F{t, v{t) + u{t)) = F{t, v{t)) + Fj^it, u{t)) + F^{t, u{t)) for ue^ such that 
9{u) Ç 9{v) and t e 9{u\ where F^, Fj^ e ^^^X^(w/^(.)), H). 
(2.4) There exist numbers C ,̂ C2, C3, C4, R^ > 0, v̂  > 0, V2 > 0 such that if и 
is a solution of the equation 5£ u(t) = F{t, v(t) 4- w(r)) - F(r, u(r)) fulfilling 
and te ^(и) fulfils the relation ||1"(0111 = ^i ^hen 
||f,(t,„(0)||^c,xiH"-'-'"""'"(')ll. 
i = 0 
|Ы^> «('))! ^ c,i||u(or-ï|n<'--->/"u*'Xr)i, 
i = 0 
\\F',it,u{t))\\^C4uit)\\\, 
\\F',{t,u{t))\\SC4\u{t)\\r^\ 
Further, let œ + С|Сз + C(Ä') C^C^n^'^^"»/" < 0. 
Then the solution v is uniformly exponentially stable with respect to the norm 
III-111-
Proof. Let us choose a number R e (0, R^] so small that 
(1) CO + с*(Сз + c^R'^) + c{se) ct{c^ + c^r^y n^i4-'i^ < 0. 
Then if M is a solution of the equation if u{t) = F[t, v{t) + u{t)) — F[t, v{t)) such 
that ^{u) Ç ^{v) and t e ^{u) fulfils |||w(Oli| g R^ we can write according to (2.3), 
(2.4) 
(2) \\F{t, v{t) + u(0) - F{t, .(0)11 й \\F,{t, «(0)1 + ||F.(^ u{t))\\ ^ * 
^ [c, + С,|||«(0Г']"Е1И^"--'- '^'"«^'Х0И 
i = 0 
g ( C i + C,R-)"x|H<'-'-'>/''u(''(OII> 
i = 0 
(3) ||F'(^ <0 + "(0) - •?"('> Ф))11 s (Сз + QR- ) |||ы(0||| . 
The theorem now immediately follows from (1), (2), (3) with help of Theorem 2.2. 
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3. THE CASE OF THE STABLE OPERATOR 
Let M{t; ÎQ, S) be defined by the relations (d/dr) M(f; ÎQ, S) ~ m{t\ ÎQ, S), 
M{to; to, s) = 0 for to e R^, t ^ to., s e (J{A). 
Lemma 3.1. Let the operator ^ he of the type со, let the condition (2.1) be fulfilled^ 
to GR^, t ^ to, s e a{Ä). Then 
(i) ^(M(r; to, A)) = Я , ^{M{t; to. A)) ç= ^{A), 
(ii) \M{t; to, s)\ й X*[l + {{n - 1) Ct +.1) C ( ^ ) e-^^-^°T s~' , 
(iii) \\AM{t', to, A)\\ й i^*[l + {{n - 1) C* + 1) C ( ^ ) ê ^^ -̂'°̂ ] . 
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we obtain 
n^'^-^Xt) + ^1(5) m "̂-̂ XO + ••• + «"-i(^) ^ ( 0 + ^n(5)M(0 = 1 . m̂  
Using [1] (the relation (1.1.1) and Theorem 1.2.1) we get ja„(s)M(r; to, s)\ S 1 + 
+ {{n - 1) C* + 1) C(j5f) 6^^ '̂"'°^ Now applying Lemma 2.2 we can conclude 
\M{t; to, s)\ й K^[^ + {{n - 1) C* + 1) C ( ^ ) ê < -̂̂ °>] 5-^ . 
This inequality proves the lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let the operator ^ he of the type со, let the condition (2.1) be fulfilled, 
F e ^^^\9{uii). И), 9{u) Ç \to, + оэ) ^ / , fo e ^(w), let и : Q){u) -^ H be a solution 
of the equation ( l . l ) which fulfils the initial conditions (1.2). Then for t e Q}{u) 
(i) u{t) = X mi{t; to. A) cp^ + M{t; to. A) F{to, u{to)) + 
i = 0 
+ M{t + to- T; to. A) F ' (T , M(T)) ат, 
J to 
(ii) \f^mlt;to,A)cpi^Ct\\\u{to)\\\c-<'-'°\ 
1 = 0 
III Г ' 
I M(r; to. A) F{to, u{to)) + M{t + to - т; Го, Л) F ' (T , W(T)) di 
III J ' 0 
^ {K* + C*e»<'-'°>) l|F(fo, «Oo))l| + \\K* + C*e'"('-0 1 '̂(̂ ^ «W)II dt, 
J to 
where C* = C{^) [{{n - 1) C* + l )K* + /i - 1] and t/ie constant C* was d e ^ n ^ 
Ш [1] {Theorem 1.3.1). 
Proof. We shall prove the second estimate of the statement (ii) only (for the proof 
of the other statements see the proof of Lemma 2.4). Using Lemma 3.1 we get 
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(1) Li \M{t; to, A) F{to, u{to)) + \ M{t + t^ - r; to, Ä) F'{T, U{X)) dt 
1  L J(o Jll 
й \\AM{v,to,A)F{to,u{to))\\ + 
+ \AM{t + to - T; ГО, А) F'(T, M(T))|| dt g 
й К*[1 + ((и - 1) CS + 1) С(^) е-«-'»'] ||F(fo, u{to))\\ + 
+ К* ['[1 + ((n - 1) CS + 1) C(if) e-('->] Ijf'(^, «W)|| d t . 
Now, using [1] (Theorem 1.2.1) we obtain 
d 
(2) ^ ( r t - 0 / п . 
+ 
^(n - i)In 
M{t', to, A) F{to, u{to)) + \ M{t + to~ T; ГО, A) F'(T, M(T)) dt = 
J fo Jll 
m^'-^\t;to,Ä)F{to,u{to)) + 
{t + to-т; to, A) F'(T, W(T)) dt < 
^C(^)e"<'-"'>||F(/o,«Oo))ll + 
+ C{^) ^o)((-t)|lp/ f'(T, Ы(Т))1| dt for i = 1, 2, . . . , n - 1. 
Now (l), (2) imply the inequality 
III f 111 
\\\M{t; to, A) F{to, «(fo)) + M{t + to- t; tg. A) F'{x, м(т)) dt 
III J «0 II! 
й [К* + C{^) [((n _ 1) CS + 1)X* + n - 1] e'" '̂-'°>] ||F(/o, м(Го))|1 + 
+ f [K* + C(Ä') [((n - 1) CS + 1)K* + n - 1] e»('-'>] |f'(T, M(T))|| dx . 
J to 
The lemma is proved. 
Theorem 3.1. (Correctness Theorem.) Let the operator 5£ he of the type со, let the 
condition (2.1) be fulfilled, F, F ' e ^([^Q, + oo), Я). Then the maximal solution 
of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) 
(i) Ï5 uniquely determined, 
n-l 
(ii) has the form u{t) = Y, ^l^'^ ô» ^) 9i + M(f; fo, ^) Ĵ (to) + 
1 = 0 
+ M{t + to- T; to, A) F'{x) dt /or t ^ to , 
J to 
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(iii) fulfils the estimate \\\u(t)\\\ й С^||1"('о)||| e'"^'-"'' + 
+ (К* + C*e'"<'-"") l|F(ïo)|l + {'{К* + C*e'"''-^') | |F (T) | | dr for t ^ to . 
J to 
Proof. For (i) see [1] (Lemma 1.3.4). The statements (ii), (iii) are easy con­
sequences of Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.2. Let v : ̂ (v) -> H be a maximal solution of the equation (Ll) . Let 
the operator ^ he of the type 0, F e ^^^\^{ui^j,)), H) and let the conditions (2.1), 
(23), {ЗЛ), {3.2) be fulfilled: 
(3.1) There exist constants i^i, 1̂ 2, K3, X4, R > 0, Vj > 0, V2 > 0 such that if 
u, Ui, (i = 1, 2) are solutions of the equation i f u(t) = F(t, v(t) + u(t)) — 
- F{t, v{t)) fulfilling ^(u) Ç ^(i;), ^(w^) ç ^{v) then 
(i) ||F^f, u{t))\\ ^ Xi||!w(r)||| for te^{u) such that \\\u{t)\\\ S R, 
\\n{t, u,{t)) - F'^{t, 1/2(0)11 ^ ЩЫ^ - ЧЩ for t 6 ^{u,) n ^{U2) 
such that \\\ui{t)\\\ g R, {i = 1, 2), 
(ii) ||F,(r,.(0)ll^i^з||iЧOIlr^ 
||F;(r, w(0)|| й K^\lu{t)\Y^'^ for teQ){u) such that ||!w(r)||| й R-
(3.2) There exists a number % > 0 such that if cp^ e ^(Л^""'^^"), (Î = 0, ..., n - 1), 
n - l 
[ Z ||^^"~'^''"</>ip]^^^ й >^ cind tQEQ}(v) then there exists a maximal solution 
of the equation S£ u(t) — Fj^t, u{t)) which fulfils the initial conditions (1.2). 
Further, let Fjj, Оц) = 0, F^r, Oji) = 0 for every I ^ ^(v). Finally, let the zero 
solution 0/^(y) of the equation 
(3.3) if u{t) = Fjlt, u{t)) 
be uniformly exponentially stable with respect to the norm ||| • |||. Then the solution v 
is uniformly exponentially stable with respect to the norm \\\'\\\-
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to prove the uniform exponential stability of the zero 
solution 0/£̂ (y) of the equation 
(1) ^u{t) = F^{t,u{t))-^F^{t,u{t)), 
If UL is a solution of the equation (3.3), ^(и^)^ [to, +00), to e ^(v) n ^(и^), 
then by Lemma 3.2 and by the assumptions of the theorem, 
(2) UL{t) = X ^i(^' ^0. ^ ) u^L%) + M{t; to, A) F^ito, WL(^O)) + 
i = 0 
+ M{t + to - r; to. A) Fi(T, Ujfr)) dx for t e ^ ( м J . 
J to 
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(3) There exist positive constants C, a, Q (independent of the choice of ÎQ e ^{v)) 
such that 
||1WL(^O)||| UQ=>\\\u,{t)\\\ й C^-'''-'''\\\u^{to)\\\ for te^{u,). 
We shall use the notation В — К* + С* in this proof. Let â  e (0, a), C^ > C. 
For this ai, C^, let us choose constants h > 0, R^e^O, min (x, Q, R)], ^^ e (O, R J ) 
in such a way that C^QI < JRJ and 
(4) С + [BK,Q\^ + hBK^R\\Ct + BK, + БХз^^Ое^^'^^^''^''''^'] e^^^^^"'>' й С,, 
(5) Ce"^'-"'^' + [BK.QY + hBK^RY{Ct + BK, + 
Now let Го ^ ^(î^) and let u^ be a solution of the equation (l) for which ^{u^) я 
Ç [fo, + oo), 0̂ e ^(wiv), |i|Wiv(̂ o)ll| = ^1- According to Lemma 3.2 this solution fulfils 
n- 1 
(6) w.v(0 = Z ^'h{t; to. A) u^^\to) + M{t; to, A) [F^ito. м^(^о)) + F^{to, u^{to))] + 
i = 0 
M{t + to - r; to, A) [Fiir, и^{т)) + F ; ( T , Wiv(î ))] d̂^ for t e ^{u^). 
0 
Let Uj^ be a maximal solution of the equation (3.3) with ^(w^) = [^Q, +OO), fulfiUing 
the same initial conditions as the solution u^ (such a solution exists in virtue of (3.2)). 
Let us suppose 
(7) there exists a number h ^ h such that [fo, ô + ^̂ ] — ^(^iv)^ 
|||M^T)1|| < Ri for T G [fo, 0̂ + h), 
|||«N(^O + Щ\ = Cl­
osing Lemma 3.2 and the relations (6), (7), (3.1) and F[(r, 0/^(„^)) = о we obtain 
|||w^(0||| ^ С*|||мДд|1| + B{\\F^{to,u^ito))\\ + \\FN{to,Ur,{to))\\) + 
+ B [\\\F',(T,U,{T))\\ + ||F;(T,u^(T))||)dT й Ct\\\u,{to)\\\ + 
J to 
+ B(Xi|||M^g||| + K4\u^{to)f^") + 
+ в \'{K4\U^{T)\\\ + K4\u,{T)\\\'^'^)dx й (ct + BK, + вхзе\') |!1%0о)||| + 
J to 
+ B{K2 + K^R\^) ЩмлгМЦ! dt for te[to, «o + Ä] . 
This implies (see [1] (Theorem 2.1.3)) 
(8) l|lu,(0||| й {Ct + BK, + BK,çV) |||«^(Го)||| e-'-^--^«I^><'-'o) for t e [t^, t^ + h]. 
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Subtracting (2) from (6), using Lemma 3.2, the relations (7), (8), (3.1) and |||м^(г)||| ^ 
^ Се-^^'-'°Щи^(1о)\\\ й C,Q, < R, è R for t ^ to, we get 
l!|w.v(0 - "L(Oill й B\\F^{to, M^(/o))|| + В [ ' ( | |П(т, u„{x)) - F1(T, «,.(T))|| + 
+ | |F ; (T , U^(T)) | | )di ^ BK,\\\u,{toW^'- + 
+ в \ {K,\\\U,{T) - иДт)||| + A'4|||мд,(т)|||^^^^)dт g 
J to 
й [BK,eV + hBK.RliCt + BK, + BK,вV)c'"''^^''^'^^'''^] |||%0о)||| + 
+ BK, \\\u^{T)-u^{x)\\\dr for te[t 
J to 
This yields 
(9) \\\u,{t) - иЩ ^ [BK.QV + hBK^RliCt + BK, + BK.eV)^'''''-^'"''''^''] • 
• |||иД'о)||| e^*^^"-'"^ è [BK.eV + hBK,R\iCt + BK, + BK,Q\') ê ('̂ ^ + '̂ ^<=)«] . 
_^№+.,)Л,-.,(г-го)||(„дд|| | for ,e[t„to + h]. 
It follows from (3), (9) that 
(10) |||M^(r)j|| ^ |||ы^.(г)||| + |||«^(0 - M,(OI!l й 
й{С + [ВКзе1' + hBK^R\\Cl + ВК, + ВКзе^')е''^''''''*'''''''**]е<''^'^-'°">'^} . 
. e-''-('-">^|||«^fo)||| for геС/оЛо + йЗ-
Весаиве îi ^ h, v/e get with help of (4) |||MN(Î)||| й Ciöi < Ri for te [fp, «о + й]. 
which contradicts (7). So |||MM(<)||| < J î g -R for f e [tg, to + h] n ^{и^,). Moreover, 
if we write h instead of й the relations (9), (10) are again valid on [to, to + /i] n ®(MJV)-
Thus (4), (10) yield 
(11) i||M^(0|i| й Cie-"'<'-'°'l||M^v(fo)|!l for / e [to, to + h] n 9{u,,) . 
И to + h e S>{u^), then by (3), (9), (5), 
(12) \\\uf,{to + h)\\\ ^ {Ce"^"-"'*" + [ßXjöI' + hBK^R\%Ct + BK^ + 
+ 5КзоГ)е^^''^^'^^'''''*] e<« '̂̂ ^"''*} е-"'''|!|и,(Го)||| й е-^'"|||и^.(Го)||| • 
Now, the uniform exponential stabihty of the zero solution 0/g,(„, follows from (11), 
(12). Therefore, if |||млг(*о)Л| й Qi, t e ^(и^^), we can find a natural number к and 
a number s e [0, h) such that t = to + kh + s. Then using (11) and fc-times (12) 
we get |||«^ïo + kh + s)\\\ ^ Cie-="'|||M^.(fo + fc^)||| й C,e-""'e-"^'''''|||u;y(?o)j|| = 
= Cie"'"''"'°'|||Kjv((o)|||- The theorem is proved. 
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4. INSTABILITY 
Theorem 4.1. Let v : ̂ {v) = [fo, -^ со) -^ H be a maximal solution of the equation 
( l . l ) . / / 4-00 fs a limit point of a(Ä) then we suppose that there exist limits 
lim ai{s)s~''^" = af, {i = 1, ..., n) and that the equation A" + a*A"~^ 4- . . . 
s~* + oo 
sea(A) 
. . . 4- a* = 0 has simple roots only. Let F e ^^^^(^(М/^(У)), Я). Further, let us as­
sume: 
(4.1) There exist numbers K^ > 0, K2 > 0, R > 0, v̂  > 0, V2 > 0 such that if и 
is a solution of the equation ^ u{t) = F{t, v{t) 4- w(r)) — F(f, t;(r)) with 
Q}{u) = ^(t?) then 
lin̂ o, < 0 + " M - (̂̂ 0, ч а и ^ ^illl4^o)|ir", 
\F(t,v{i) 4- w(0) - ^"(^. t̂ (0)ll ^ ^2||i«(OIIP'"'' for r e^ (w) 5uc/i that 
\\u{t)\\ й R. 
(4.2) / / ii(s) are solutions of the equation À\s) + ai(s)2"~^(s) 4- ... 4- a„{s) = 0 
r/ïen Ai(s) Ф Àj(s)for i Ф j , ( i , ; = 1, ..., n), s e (7(Л). 
(4.3) There exists an eigenvalue SQ of the operator A and an index ÎQ ̂  {!> •••> ^} 
swc/z f/ia^ Re ^^^(so) > 0 and max sup Re 1,(5) ^ Re AIQ(SO). 
i—l,...,n sea{A) 
(4.4) T/iere exists a number % > 0 SMC/Ï r/ia^ if cp^ e ^(Л^'*"'^^"), (i = 0, ..., n -- 1), 
n - l 
[ S ll^^^'^^VrlP]^^^ = ^ ^^ '̂̂  f/iere exi5t5 a maximal solution of the equation 
i = 0 
^ u{t) = F{t, v{t) 4- u{t)) ~ F{t, v{t)) fulfilling the initial conditions (1.2). 
Then the solution v is instable with respect to the norm |||*|||. 
Proof. Clearly, (see [1] (Theorem 2.1.2)), it suffices to prove the instability of the 
zero solution 0/^(y) of the equation 
(1) ^ u{t) = F{t, v{t) 4- u{t)) - F(r, v{t)). 
By [1] (Theorem 1.5.1), the following assertion holds: 
(2) The operator if is of the type со = Re Афо) > 0 . 
We shall use the notation 
A = X,(X* + C*) 4- 1 , B = K J — ^ ^ + - * ^ + 1 
\oj[l + V2) a)V2/ 
in this proof. (Remember that C* was defined in Lemma 3.2.) 
Let us choose a number С satisfying 
(3) CG( l ,min (2 , 1 + БК^^)). 
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Obviously, there exists a number 
such that if ri e (0, rjo], the equation 
(4) С - 1 = Ar]"' + ß^V2(;;l+v.gCov,ft 
has a unique solution h = h(rj) > 0. 
Let (PQE H be such that 
(5) Acpo = 5o<Po» 
11(Фо» ^io(^) ^0> •••> -̂ io (^) ФО)||^(У1)Х^(У((П-1)/П)Х...Х^(Л1/") ~ 1-
If Mo is a maximal solution of the equation (l) fulfilling the initial conditions uy\to) 
= ^ЯЦЛ) фо, (j = О,..., n - 1), ?7 e (0, ?уо], then obviously 
(6) uo(0 = ^e^-^^^(^-'°Vo + 
+ M{t; to. A) [F(to, v{to) + Uo{to)) - F{to, v{to))] + 
+ [ M{t + Го - T; ^0, A) [F ' (T , Ф ) + UO{T)) - F{T, V{T))] d t 
J to 
and according to (5), 
In particular, |||wo(^o)||| = ^ = ^ ^^^ t^ius by (4.4) such a solution MQ really exists. 
Now, let f/G(0, ?/o], /i = % ) . Let йе (0 , / i ] be such that |||wo(0||| S f/Ce^^'~'°^ 
for t e [Го, ^ + Й]. Then by (3), (4), 
\uo{t)\\\ й ??Ce"^'"'°^ й nCe 
С - 1 - Ац''' 
ВС 
. / V 2 






for t G [Го, 0̂ + й] and thus using Lemma 3.2 and condition (4.1) we obtain 
(8) 
+ I'"^ M(2(o + Я - t; to, ̂ ) [̂ "'(̂ ' <•') + "oW) - f'(^, K^))] dT 
J'o I! 
J (o + 
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+ K,{rjCy к=* c^ Q<oii + v2)h ^ f^Q^^Arj'^ + Бгу^^С^^'^е^'^^) 
[_С0(1 + V2) (DV2 
Now, we shall suppose that 
(9) there exists a number h e (0, h) such that 
|||wo(OII| < ^Ce"^'~'°^ for f e [Го, fo + h), 
\\\uo{to + Я)||| == ^ice'\ 
Then by (4), (6), (7), (8), 
|||«o(^o + й)1|| й riQ'"^[^ + Arj'^ + Bf]''C''-''Q^''^] < 
< rie\l + Arj'' + ß^^^C^^^^e"^^"] = ?7Ce"^, 
which contradicts (9). So 
|||MOW||| ^ ^Ce '̂'̂ '~'°^ ^ R for tG [/0, ^ + h] 
and thus the estimate (8) holds also for /1 = h. Finally, with help of (4), (6), (7), (8) 
we get 
(10) \\\uo{to + ^Olli ^ ^^" ' [1 - (^^'^ + ß^/^^C^•"^^e"^^'')] -
- r]Q''\2 - C) = 
С - 1 - Л?/' 
ß C 
1/V2 
(2 - С) è 
> 
С - 1 - Л̂ 7̂ ^ 
ВС 1 +V2 
1/V2 
(2 - С) = const > О . 
Because |||«о(^о)||| ~ >̂ ̂ he inequality (10) proves the theorem. 
5. TWO EXAMPLES 
Example A. Let H be a real Hilbert space of real vector functions h = /i(x) = 
= (/ii(x), ..., hf,(x)) {k ^ 1) that are defined on a subset 0 of a Euclidean space E^y. 
Let qi ^ 0 (/ = 0, ..., П — 1) be natural numbers and Ду (i = 0, ..., n — 1, ./ = 
= L ..., Qi) functions fulfilling the condition 
(5.1) fij : a(A) ~> R are continuous functions and there exists a constant F* such 
that \fij{s)\ й FV"- ' -^^ ' " for seo{A\ / - 0, ..., /i - 1, ; = 1, ..., ,̂., 
Further, let ô ̂  ^ ^ ^̂ ^̂  let öf;y = aij{t, x) be such mappings (defined on [IQ, 4- СО) X 
X Й) that a,J^,x)f,J^u^%x)e<^^''{9(ui^,^^^^^,H), (i = 0, ..., n - 1, J -
-= 1,...,^0-
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Theorem 5.1. Let the condition (2.1) be fulfilled. Let Ö f̂o, + Qo) ^^^^^ ̂ ^e equation 
(5.2) Щ1, x) = " l i a.jit, х)/,,(Л) u^'\t, x) . 
i=0 j = l 
Let 
(5.3) there exist constants ây, М,у, JV;j- хысй f/ia( 
(i) \\a,j{t, x)f,j{Ä) u^'\t, x) - a,jfij{Ä) u^%t, x)\\ й 
uMij\\A^''-'-'^"'u<%t)\\, 
Id 
(ii) ^ A^.vlll«WII 
/or solutions и of the equation (5.2) for which S)(u) ^ [t^, +oo), t e ^(u), 
xe Q, i = 0, ..., n — 1, J = 1,.. -, qr 
Finally, let the coefficients of the operator 
Su{i) = if «(0 -"x Ё öo/.X^) û 'XO 
/M//Î/ f/ie condition (1.1.1)/rom [l] wft/i a constant CQ instead of C*, let S be of 
the type 0) < 0 and 
CO + c{S)\K\\ + („ - 1)Co) + « - I ] " E I N , , . + 
1 = 0 i = i 
+ X* C\S) (1 + (n - 1) Co) max^ ( f M,.,) n^/^^"^/" < 0 (or ^ 0). 
i = 0 , . . . , n - l j = l 
T/ien f/ie solution Oj^^^^^^ is globally uniformly exponentially stable with respect 
to the norm ||| • ||| (or globally uniformly stable with respect to the norm ||| • |||, respec-
tively). 
Proof. We can rewrite the equation (5.2) in the form 
Fu(t, x) = " l s la,j{t, х)/,,(Л) u^'Xt, x) - ä.jAjiÄ) u^%t, x)] . 
i = 0 j = l 
The statement of the theorem directly follows from Theorem 2.2. 
Example B. Let H = L2(ß), where Q = (0, nc^) x (0, тгсз) x ... x (0, nCf^), 
c. > 0 (i = 1,...,iV). Let p ^ 1 be a natural number such that 2pjn is an integer. 
The operator Ä will be given by 
N 
(5.4) A v(x) = (~ 1 ) 4 Z D^f v(x) for v e 9(A) = 
187 
с к X 
} и{х) 6 L2{Q) I и{х) = ^Mfc sin —^- .. . sin 
1 1 " '^N^ 
k = (k„...,ks), E 
fc 
^^ +... + ' 
2p 
ul < +oo> , 
Df = — (in the sense of distributions). 
dXi 
The symbol ^ stays for ^ 
fc 1 ^ki< +СЮ 
i = l , . . . , N 
We shall suppose that 
(5.5) F{t, u{t)) = f{t, xJo^iA) u{t), . . . , / o J ^ ) u{t)J,,{A) w ' (0 - - - ' / i .X^) " 'W' ••• 
. . . , / n - l i(^)u^"-'XO' • • • ' / п - 1 . . - Х ^ ) " ^ ' " ' Ш where the functions/,,- fulfil 
the condition (5.1). 
We shall need the following lemmas (see [1] Lemmas 3.2.5, 3.2.6). 
Lemma 5.1. There exists a constantK"^ such that ifue ^[A^^") then \\u\\цr^2p/n^Q^ ^ 
^ K t \ \ A ' ^ " u l 
Lemma 5.2. (The Sobolev Embedding Theorem.) Put s* = (AT + l)/2 ifN is odd, 
s* = (N + 2)/2 if N is even. Then there exists a constant X* such that for each 
и e W2 (Q) there exists a continuous représentant of this element satisfying 
In the rest of this section, we shall consider only such solutions t h a t / , / Л ) u^'\t) 
(i = 0, ..., и — 1, 7 = 1, ..., q^ are continuous for te ^(м), XEQ. We shall call 
them continuous représentants (of solutions). 
Suppose that * 
(5.6) there exist continuous G-derivatives of the function / with respect to the 
variables fij{A) ŵ '̂  (t = 0, ..., n - 1, ; = 1, ..., q), up to the second order. 
Then 
(5.7) F{t, v{t) + u{t)) = F{t, v{t)) + f Д^ u(0) + F^{t, u{t)), 
where 
ut^ m ="i E «o(f- <t))f,iÄ) u^\t), 
i = 0 j = i 
n-1 qi n~l qu 
F,it,uit))-1 I I 1'-оы(^«(0)/иИ«"Х0Л<(4)и<^)(0, 
i = 0 j=l fe = 0 1=1 
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û.vC, v{t)) - ^ {t, x,h,{A) v{t),...,/„_, ,„.,(>') ^'"-'\t% 
' ijke {t,u{t)) 
1 n 
^ijki{t, v{t) + Sa u{t)) G do do . 
^iAt, u(t)) = - r ^ (r, xjoM) uit), . . . , /„_, ,,,.x^) û '̂ -̂ XO) 
{i, /c = 0, ..., П ^ 1, j = 1̂  .. .̂  .̂̂  1 = 1, . . . , qi^) for Î/, [; c- % such that 
^ ( M ) С ^(V) and for ^ e ^(w). (For the sake of simplicity we have put 
КО = [/oi(^) Ф). •••>/-1 ,„-.й)^*""^т 
Theorem5.2. Let v : ^(г;)= [Го, + оо)~>Я be a maximal solution of the equation 
n— 1 Ci 
(1.1) such that sup |||t;(r)||| < +oo. Pw? ^* = [ ^ £ ^up^ | /ù(^) ^ '̂X '̂ ^)|]^''^-
te^iv) i = 0 j=l te2^(v),xeU 
Let Fe*^^^^(^(i//^(t;)), Я) satisfy the conditions (5.5), (5.6) and let the functions 
^ijy ^ijkh ^ijki^ ^L? ^N be defined by (5.7). Let the operator A be defined by the relation 
(5.4). Further, let there exist a number g > Q^ such that the functions 
«м(^'КО), --•a,j{t,v{t)), -~~a,j{t,v{t)), r,j,,{t,u{t)), 
--Uj,it,u{t)), -~rhjki{Uu{t)) 
exist and are continuous and bounded on Q){v) x Q x K^, i, /c, a e {0, ..., n — 1}, 
7 = 1,...,^,., / = ! , . . . , ^̂ ,, / ? = 1 , ..., ^^, where K^= {ye EA\\yLè Q}, q = 
n-l ^ 
= Y, <2r Finally, let s* ^ 2p/n. 
i = 0 
T/ien jp̂ (̂̂ , Од) = 0, F[(^, 0/j) = 0 for every I ç S){v), the conditions (2.2), 
(2.3), (2.4), (3.1), (5.3) (ягв fulfilled with some constants K^, C,- (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), 
Я = i^i > 0, Vi = V2 = 1, âij, Mij,Nij (i = 0, ..., n - 1, j = 1, ..., qi) (in the 
equation (5.2), aij^t, x) = aij(t, v{t, x)), of course). 
If moreover (2.1), (3.2) hold, the operator ^ is of the type 0, the coefficients of 
n— \ qi 
the operator 3 u{t) = 5e u{t) - ^ Z ^o / /X^) ^ '̂XO f^^^^ ^^^^ condition (1Л.1) 
from [1] w/̂ /i a constant CQ instead of CQ, the operator S^ is of the type ш < 0 and 
œ + C(^) [X*(l + (n - 1) Co) + n - 1 ] X l iV,, . + 
_ g, i = Oj=l 
4- K* C\^) (1 + (n - 1) Co) max^ ( ^ M;,) ^^/^(5"^/" < 0 , 
i = 0,...,n- 1 j= 1 
r/ien /̂le solution V is uniformly exponentially stable with respect to the norm |||'|||. 
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Proof. By Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 
(1) ША) û «(01U(n> й К*|1/,,(Л) «<"(0|U.^.(«, ^ 
^ K:tX*F*|^<''--'>/" «<"(01| â KtK^F*|l|u(f)|||, for i = 0 , . . . , n - 1, 
;• = ! , . . . , q,-, u e '^, te 9{u). 
So for every u e ^ there exists its continuous représentant and Q* < +00. Let us 
choose numbers R = R^ > 0 so small that 
(2) [/o,(^)(i;(f,x) + d (7u ( f , x ) ) , . . . , / „_ i , „ . , ( ^ )« ' ' ^ ) + M f ' ^ ) ) ] e ^ . for 
5, (T 6 [0, 1], ue'^ such that ©(u) Ç S>{v), xeQ and r e ®(u) such that 
(This is possible according to (1).) 
Let a^j be constants (i = 0 , . . . , n - 1, j = 1, ..., ^,.). Then in virtue of the 
boundedness of the functions a,y we get 
(3) \\a,j{t, v{t))f,j{A) u^%t, x) - ä,jJ\j{A) u^%t, x)\\ й 
S c^\\fij{A)u^%x)\\ S c^F''\\A^"-'-^^^"u^%t,x)l 
In this proof Ci will mean suitable constants. Putting äij = 0 in (3) we obtain 
(4) \\F,{t,u{t))\\ = | "S ta,{t,v{t))f,j{A)u<'it)\\ й 
i = 0 j = l 
Let us restrict ourselves to such w e ^ that ^(u) £ S(i;) and such t e Q){u) that 
||1м(г)11| й R- Then the boundedness of the functions г.д, on ^{v) x Q x K^ 
together with (1), (2), (5.1) yields 
11г.,,.(г,<г))/.,(Л)и^^)(г)Л.(Л)и(^)(0|1^ 
S c4Aj{A)u^%t)AiA)u^^\t)\\ g СзШЧОШ . \\UA)u^%t)\\ S 
й c,\\\u{t)\\\ . ЦЛ^"-'-^)/" û ^XOll ' / Д e {О, ..., n - 1} , 
j = 1, ..., ^ i , / = 1, . . . , ^fc. 
The last inequality impUes 
n - l q i Л - 1 qk 
(5) \\F,{t,u{t))\\èl I X I l l ' - u . , ( ^ 4 0 ) / u W « ^ ' ' « / u ( ^ ) » n O I I ^ 
П - 1 
IZll 
i = 0 
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Using (4), (5) we obtain 
(6) \\F{t, v{t) + «(0) - F{t, v{t))\\ = j|F^ï, «(0) + F,{t, u{t))\\ g 
^ ( c 3 + c, | | |u(0| | l)"z|H<"-'-" ' ' '«*'>(0| |^ 
1 = 0 
^ ( С З + С,К)"Е||Л^"--1>'"Ы<'->(0|| . 
i = 0 
As a consequence of (4), (5) and of Lemma 2.5 we get 
(7) \\F,{t,u{t))\\uc,n'''ô-^"4\\u{t)\\\, 
(8) \\F,{t,u{t))\\ècy4-''-\\\u{t)\\\\ 
In the sequel we shall suppose that the function и solves the equation Jèf u(t) = 
= F{t, v{t) + u{t)) — F(t, v(ty) and either the condition (6) or the conditions (4) and 
(5) or (7) and (8) are fulfilled, or that the function и solves the equation ^ u{t) = 
n- 1 qi 
= YJ Z ^O(^'•^)/i7(^)"^'X0 ^^^ ^^^ condition (3) is fulfilled. (In the last case 
i = 0 j=l 
aij{t, x) = aij(t, v(t, x)), of course, and we omit the assumption |||w(0||i й ^ 0 
Then, because 
u<">(0 = F{t, v{t) + u(r)) - F{t, v(t)) - t alA) «* - %t) 
or 
i=0j=l i=l 
we can derive with help of Lemma 2.5 and of the properties of the functions а^(А): 
(9) There exists a constant Cg such that ||w "̂X01l = в̂Щ̂СОШ ^^^ ^ ^ ^(^^)-
An easy consequence of (9) and (5.1) is the following estimate: 
(10) [|Л,(Л)и(^^^>(0Нс,|||1.(г)|||, where 
IF* , if 1 ^ a + 1 ^ n - 1 
^9 = , 
' F*C8, if a = « — 1. 
Using the boundedness of the functions a,y — a,j, djotatp djdfaß a^ the relations 
(1) and (10), we obtain 
(11) i [a.X^ v{t))MA) «<')(0 - а,,/,,(Л) u^-] at 
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UA)v^'-^ МА)иЩ + {a,jit,v{t)) - ä.,)/.,(A)u<'-XO 
^ (cio + '"пШКОИ) lll"Wlli + '^i2l!l"(0ill ^ С1з|||и(()|||. 
Because Fî(t, u(i)) = 1̂ Z — [«i/^ KO)/o(^) "^"(')]' we obtain from (11) by 
1 = 0 j = i d f 
putting âjj- = 0 
(12) | |Fi(f,«(0)| |âc,, | |KO||l. 
In virtue of the boundedness of the functions Г;д,, — f^j^_^, г,д, we get using 
(1),(10), 
di 
[r,,„(̂ «(0)/o('4)«<"(0/u(̂ )« '̂X')] 
j]j][|/o-4^<0 + »̂ «(0) + 
+ "Z Z T ^ rU^, v{i) + »a uit))UA) (.<-^'(') + 
+ 9a и^^^Щ)] a do àaf.l^A) u^\i) А,(Л) м"̂ >(0 + 
+ '-,7..('> «(0) [ / M W u^'^'\i)hkA) и^Щ + /,,(^) «*«(0Л,(^) и^'^'Ш 
й Ы + Ci6 sup \\\v{t) + 9а и{Щ) |||м(ОГ + Ci,|||M(0|f й 
й [ci5 + С1б( sup |||ü(t)||l + к) + Cl,] \\\и{г) 
Because 
n~l qi n - l qk Л 
n( .̂«W) = Z Z Z Z7['-ù-uO.«(0)/o(^)"^''0)^W«nO]. 
i=o i=ifc=o 1=1 at 
the last inequahty yields 
(13) \\F',{uu{t))\\uc,,lu{tW-
The relations (12), (13) give 
(14) \\F{t, v{t) + M(0) - F'(t, v{t))\\ = ||F^f, «(0) + K{t, "(0)1 ^ 
â (ci4 + c,,R) |||н(0|1| . 
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Now obviously the relation (2.3) is fulfilled. Moreover, Fjj, O^j) = 0, jF^r, 0/j) = 0 
for every / Ç ^(i?). The condition (2.2) is fulfilled according to (6), (14). The relations 
(4), (5), (12), (13) imply (2.4). The relations (7), (8), (12), (13) with help of the relation 
Kit, u,{t)) - Fj{t, U2{t)) = F'j{u u^(t) - 1/2(0) give (^-O- The relation (5.3) is an 
easy consequence of (3) and (11). The last statement of the theorem directly follows 
from Theorems 3.2 and' 5.1. The theorem is proved. 
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